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News3 Nov 2012 - Wild Racers - The Athletes - The Addicts where one of the featured teams in series one of Wild Racers. Checkout a promo for the series
below.

Wild Racers - The Athletes from NothinButShorts International on Vimeo.

1 November 2012 - MERRELL Eden Duo - Addicts dominate - On Saturday 27th Oct the
Addicts took to the marked 130km route around the Garden Route for the 2012 Merrell Eden
Duo. The Addicts Mens pair of Hanno Smit and Donovan Sims won the race overall with fellow
Addicts Graham Bird and Yolande de Villiers winning the mixed pairs category. A great day
outside. Download the Google Earth tracks taken by Graham Bird and Yolande de Villiers at
the 2012 MERRELL Eden Duo here. 

Report from Nikki Smit - "With the sun warming up the day, competitors taking part in
this year’s Eden Duo took to the cool waters of the Touws River for the first of 8 legs
which make up the 150km route. The course, relatively unchanged over the past few
years, takes competitors to many beautiful places in the Garden Route. After an initial
5km paddle from the Ebb and Flow North Camp to the Touws River mouth, racers
donned their running shoes for some beach running and a chilly kloofing section up the
Kaaimans River made all the more exciting this year by the increased water level due

to recent rains.
  
Once out the kloof,
a short section of
tar up to Saasveld
saw the start of the 3rd leg, a technical and hard cycle through the forest paths to
Witfontein Forest Station and up the notorious Montague Pass, hard even on fresh
legs!  The start of the next leg, a mountain trek from Herald Wines, over the George
Mountain via Tierkop and finishing at Groeneweide, proved to be the undoing for many
teams, with the back teams arriving a full 5hrs behind leaders Hanno Smit and Donovan
Sims!  The bike leg along the 7 passes road to Hoogekraal low-level bridge seemed a
walk in the park compared to the earlier climb up Montague pass and racers met up
with with seconding crews who had canoes ready for the longest paddle of the day
which saw them
navigate their way
through Ruigtevlei
and Swartvlei to
the camping site
near Guericke’s.
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Race leaders Hanno and Donovan had the luxury of daylight as they took to the beach
for the long and much dreaded (by some) run to Wilderness. Hitting low tide was a
luxury that the leaders were not afforded as they made their way to the river mouth
where they met their seconds for the final paddle back to Ebb and flow, smashing the
course record in an amazing 11hrs31min.

The Eden Duo offers an amazing variety of experiences to those who take part, not
only because of the exquisite scenery that the Garden Route has on offer, but because
the competitors experience it from different perspectives. The winners of the race,
Hanno Smit and Donovan Sims did the entire race in daylight, whereas many of the
back markers only finished in the early hours of Sunday morning, having to cycle,
paddle and run under the beautiful full moon.

A big thank you to Merrell for sponsoring event and giving everyone the opportunity to GET OUTSIDE!"
5 September 2012 - Slideshow from Quantum Leap - See a great slideshow production from Peter Kirk from the 260km Quantum Leap.

MERRELL Adventure Addicts take on Quantum Leap 2012 from Kirk on Vimeo.

4 September 2012 - Team Merrell - Google tracks of race route - Quantum Leap organiser, Ugene
Nel allowed Polar GPS units to be used on the event ("GPS wrist watches that indicate distance
travelled are allowed i.e. Polar RS 800.") The Polar unit does not have any navigational ability while
it is recording but does give you distance travelled and speed.  Though we don't necessarily agree
with the units being allowed we thought it would be a interesting exercise to carry the unit and get
the Google Earth tracks of the race. See Team Merrell's tracks from the 260km Quantum Leap here.
(Download the file and clip to open. It opens in Google Earth. There are two tracks.).
4 September 2012 - Team Merrell win Quantum Leap - The Addicts won the 260km Quantum Leap
Adventure Race held on the 23 - 25 August in the northern cape.  Addict Graham Bird reports (Photo's
from Peter Kirk): 

When an old style, tough as nails Adventure Racer puts on an expedition Adventure Race, you know it
going to be a good one. This was our impression once we heard that Ugene Nel had added a
250/300km Adventure Race to the South Africa AR Calendar. It was added to our year plan without
hesitation.

Merrell Adventure Addicts have been quiet on the racing scene since dominating at the 500km Expedition Africa in May. The team was not in top shape, with
Hanno Smit coming back from a broken Collarbone, Donovan Sims coming through a
busy work schedule and I was coming off a rest period after tackling the 2300km
Freedom Challenge.  The Addicts pint-sized Hobbit, Tatum Prins, was taking sometime
off racing and this opened the door for SA Mountain biking legend, Yolande De Villiers,
to come into the team for her first Adventure Race. It was an exciting time both for the
team and for Yolande who didn’t really have any idea as to what she was getting
herself into. It is always amusing to watch “novice” racers packing, repacking and
further repacking gear and kit. 

The 300km Quantum Leap was held in the Cederberg mountains 400km north of Cape
Town and was a “basic” Adventure Race with simple accommodation and logistics
supplied. The event was more about the race route and the experience of tough

http://vimeo.com/48863572
http://vimeo.com/user7279854
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expedition racing rather than all the “bells and whistles”. Uge had spent many weeks in
the area scouting a fantastic route that had plenty of route options and tough legs to
test all.  His passion and energy for this event was obvious for all to see.  

Seven 1:50 000 maps with 23 Checkpoints pre plotted plus a route booked revealed the
course. The route was broken down into 8 legs, which included a river rafting leg down

the Doring River.  From the outset it looked like the
first 5 legs would be relatively simple and fast. The last 3 legs appeared to be the tough legs with plenty of navigational
options and testing terrain. This proved correct.

As expected the first five legs (141km) were ticked off with easy and at a good pace (16h40). From Transition 5, the
route got significantly more brutal. Leg 6 was a 40km trekking leg that included a 90m abseil into a kloof. Uge had
predicted a time of 12-18 hours for this leg. We had estimated a 15-hour leg for ourselves.  Having abseiled into the
kloof at 02h30 in the morning and not having the benefit of daylight to show the breaks in the cliffs, we were confined
to bushwacking, boulder hoping and kloofing the 9km to the next CP. We did this 9km in 7 hours. We then ascended into
the magnificent Oorlogskloof Nature Reseve and cris-crossed the reserve on a maze of paths, before a massive descent
into TA6. We eventually completed this leg in 19 hours. 

Based on Uge’s predicted times for the various legs we had
estimated a total race time of around 46-48 hours for ourselves and
had hoped to get through without stopping to sleep. Upon reaching
TA6 it became very obvious that we would be racing significantly
over this time and re-estimated our finishing time to be around the
57-hour mark. With leg 6 taking significantly longer and being more
brutal than we anticipated, we realized it would be very difficult to
maintain a decent pace to the end of the race without some sleep.
So the team took the decision to sleep for 1 hour at TA6. Sleep in
the warmth and comfort of a TA is worth a lot more than sleep out

on the course huddling cold under a bush. We knew that this would allow the chasing teams to close the
gap on us, but we knew we would be fresher and more alert when we got going again and would allow us
to build the lead again. This proved correct.

Leg 7 was a 60km MTB that included two 500m odd ascents to collect CP’s located at trig Beacons.  Both required riding as close as possible to the points
and then climbing the remaining bit on foot (two team members going, two staying with the bikes). The first proved difficult, with 200m of climbing needed.

Darkness provided the additional challenge in finding a break in the cliff
line to get on to the top and then searching a flat-topped mountain with
limited visibility for a trig beacon. Needless to say, Don and Hanno had
three hours of bush whacking while Yolande and I had three hours of bush
sleeping.  The weather also took a turn for the worst with gale force winds
and rain coming through at just after 03h00 as the team looked for a non-
existent cattle track off the mountain.  Driving rain, no paths, sleep
deprivation, hike-a-bike, extreme cold and very challenging navigation
made for a tense few hours.  The only option was to keep moving as
stopping meant freezing and hypothermia.  Once on the valley floor, the
farm and district roads proved just as challenging with mud clogging up the
bikes and making them un-ridable. Hanno’s rear derailleur got jammed up
in the mud and broke. This cost a few hours of repair time and also meant
slow going for the remainder of the ride. An 18km loop with an un-ridable
600m climb to collect a CP at a trig beacon seemed completely pointless.
We finally finished the leg that had had a predicted time of 5-8 hours in 16
and half hours

The final trekking leg was shortened due to the rain affecting the abseil
point just before the finish. After another pointless CP requiring the team
to climb 500m to a trig beacon
and then come back down the

same way, the team finally reached the finish line after 260km in just over 63 hours of racing (46 hours for 119km
from TA5). Team Cyanosis, finishing 2h30 behind, was the only other team to finish the full course, though they
were unofficial after failing to find a CP in an overhanging cave. 6 other teams finished the short course with
eight teams withdrawing. 

Though not on top form, the Addicts performed brilliantly with their experience carrying them through and
allowing us to race at our pace and not be dictated to. Yolande had a proper introduction to expedition racing
with a brutally hard course and extreme weather as well as the usual stuff to content with. She pulled through
with flying colours and thoroughly enjoyed the challenge. Me thinks she is hooked. 

Uge set a fantastic AR course. The TA’s were basic and it was all about the route and the team’s ability to look
after its self and to survive out there. Hard and Brutal. It is comparable to any of the Hard AR’s I have competed
in before.  As said, Uge is from the old school and believes we all need to “toughen the FU”. He succeeded.  
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Do I think it was too tough? Tough is a relative word. Any Adventure Race is tough. Be it a 2-hour or a 170-hour
race. You need to be out there pushing yourself to the limit for that particular time and distance. The uniqueness
of the terrain and the particular route and CP placement for the different races are what make some races
tougher than others. Routes can either be set up to take teams along an easy navigable route with paths or they
can be set up to have teams navigating on a number of options without paths or distinctive routes. Is a 300km
race that takes 63 hours tougher than a 500km race that takes 63 hours? The time out there offers it’s own unique
toughness. 63 hours is 63 hours and 63 hours of competing is tough. Is a 40km, 19-hour trek without paths or a
distinctive route tougher than an 80km, 19-hour trek on paths with a distinctive easily navigable route? The
physical, emotional and mental strength to get through either is similar provided your perception is not skewed
but the slower speed on the trek without paths. This is where experience plays a part.

What made the Quantum Leap a particularly tough race was the cut offs and the predicted times. All teams came into this race prepared for a 45 – 72 hour
race based on the predicted times that Uge had published. The first cut off for the
long course was after only 29 hours of racing. If the cut off had been after 40 hours
and the predicted times for the event had been 60 – 90 hours, it would have seen
most of the teams completing the full course and those that withdrew probably
pushing on to complete the race or at the very least complete a short course
option. Crossing the finishing line, I immediately commented to Uge that not many
racers in South Africa would have completed this course.  The race route that Uge
set needed another day or two for the majority to finish it. 

Over the past few years Adventure Racing in this country has given racers the
luxury of having distinctive routes to follow that are ultimately relatively easy to
navigate. Quantum Leap was different and had a racecourse that did not have
distinctive routes and it involved a lot of tricky navigation and lots of different
route options with its fair share of bushwhacking and boulder hoping. This made it
tough in that over the past few years we have not had courses like this and were
not prepared for it.  

So give South African Adventure Racers a few more courses like this with
achievable time cut offs and accurate predictions and it won’t seem so tough.

Well done to Uge for a fantastic race. It was a simple and easy race to prepare for from a kit, gear and logistically point of view, which always makes a race
a pleasure. We thoroughly enjoyed the course and hope that you will put on many more like it. We are up for the challenge. 

As usual competing with my mates Hanno and Don is always a pleasure and makes the experiences so much more meaningful. Well done to Yolande for
getting through a “tough” race and fitting in so easily. To Hobbit, our cheerleader, thanks for all the support and encouragement. We understand how hard
it must have been for you to be on the sidelines, but not long and you will be back cracking the whip. (Download a PDF of the report here).

27 August 2012 - Windhoek Lager Fish River Canyon Ultra 28th
July - Addict Hanno Smit took the long and windy road north to
Namibia for this 90km non-stop self-supporting race along the
infamous Fish River Canyon Hiking trail. Hanno won the event in a
new record time of 10h11 shaving more than 30mins off the exisiting
record. See a video clip that was done on the race below and words
from Hanno: 

"“Born to run” or “Fly with the wind” or even “Run because I can”
are common stock phrases used for describing epic runs or
exceptional runners.
 
If I had to stock phrase the Fish River Ultra run, it would be: “Run
with your soul”. Apart from the raw beauty of this Canyon and it’s
isolation, it is the deafening silence and mystery that surrounds
every crevice in this deep gorge, that captured me now and 30 years ago, when I first did this hike with my parents and
close family.
 
This was my first ever real adventure and also my first real accomplishment in life and the memories then are still vivid
in my memory. It was not only a trip into memory lane, but it was also a visit to this soul enrichening, mysterious moon

landscape, which feeds one’s spirit to so many lengths.
 
Tagged as a 100km Ultra trail run, this run starts off with a 10k run along the Canyon rim in the dark and with first light you descend into the canyon. The
run then follows the river in it’s snaking layout and harsh bedrock, sandy and washrock environment to the very end in Ais-Ais.
 
Beatifull and enrichening in every aspect, it was."

http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/Merrell%20Adventure%20Addicts%20-%20Race%20Report%20-%20Quantum%20Leap%202012.pdf
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25 August 2012 - Freedom Challenge - Graham Bird completed the 2300km Freedom Challenge from Pietermaritzburg
to Paarl in 13 days, 9 hours finishing in third place. Martin Dreyer, shattered the race record finishing in 10 days, 16
hours, while Alex Harris finished a few hours later in 10 days, 23 hours after gruelling race up front that saw both
athletes pushing themselves to the limits of sleeplessness and exertion. Graham raced on a more conservative strategy 
and chose to get at least 6 hours of sleep each night.  With this approach he still managed to complete the race in the
fourth fastest time ever and showed that it is possible to do a good time with rest. See the Graham's full tracks from
Freedom Challenge 2012 on google earth here.
17 June 2012 - Freedom Challenge - Addict Graham Bird will be tackling the 2300km mountain bike race across South
Africa. the race starts in Pietermaritzburg, with competitors riding 2300km, using compass and map, to the finish in
Wellington in the Western Cape. The race will be a huge test of mental and physical stamina as the competitors battle
the winter weather, long distances and fatigue. Follow Graham's updates via Twitter @grahamtweetbird and
@merrelladvadd, as well as on the Merrell Adventure Addicts facebook page.

7 June 2012 - Merrell Adventure Addict to tackle Freedom Challenge - After successfully completing the Freedom
Xtreme Triathlon, Graham Bird will again be taking part in this years event. Last year saw Graham Bird and Tatum Prins
become only the 7th and 8th people respectively to compete the Freedom xtreme triathlon. This involved a 70km trail
run through the Valley of the Thousand Hills on the outskirts of Pietermaritzburg, followed by a 2250km MTB ride from

PMB to Paarl in the Western Cape and finalling finishing off with the 4 day Berg River Canoe Marathon. This year will see Graham competing solo in just the
MTB ride, which is dubbed the "Ride across South Africa". See a slideshow and a video from Graham and Tatum's 2011 experiences.  Download the Google
earth tracks from there 2011 journey here.

             

4 June 2012 - Team Merrell Adventure Addicts Race Report - Expedition
Africa - Graham “Tweet” Bird’s report: It has been a while now since we
finished Expedition Africa, but as with all Adventure Races, the memories
linger for along time. As in previous years our team had set goals and
objectives for the year ahead. We had decided to travel overseas early in
the year for the World Series race in Ecuador hosted by the Huairasinchi AR.
This race got the better of us and for the first time in 9 expedition races we
had to withdraw. This was tough on the team and strengthened our resolve
to be even more focused and stronger for Expedition Africa.  It is always a
privilege to race in South Africa. We have such a beautiful country and
terrain that is made for Adventure Racing, expedition racing to be more
specific. With the race now being part of the Adventure Racing World

http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/Freedom%202012.kmz
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/Freedom%202012.kmz
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/Freedom%20Extreme%20Triathlon%202011.kmz
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/Freedom%20Extreme%20Triathlon%202011.kmz
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Series, we wanted to race hard and ensure that we had a good competitive
race after our disappointment in Ecuador. 

In the final month leading up to Expedition Africa, it seemed our misfortune
was continuing when first Hanno and then Tatum had to withdraw due to
injuries.  Finding a replacement for Hanno was simple and we did not have
to look much further than our team reserve, Craig Carter-Brown. Finding a
replacement for Tatum proved more difficult and in the end we were spared
this problem when Tatum recovered in time to take her place in the team.
This was a huge relief for the team.  Over the past four years our team has
developed a strong bond and good understanding and it would have been challenging going into a race with two new members.

Final race preparations, gear checks, race briefing, course marking and gear hand-in was made very simple by the top class organization of Stephan and
Heidi. We were finished all the necessary by Sunday lunchtime and had a full afternoon and night to relax before the 500km’s.  After all the pre race stress
of getting the team to the start line, it is always such a relief to just start the race and get on with it. 

The course proved to be relatively simple from a navigational aspect, with not much
scope for different route choices. We had decided on a race strategy and stuck to this
from the outset. We wanted to go out hard and keep pushing to the end. The nature
of the course allowed for this to work perfectly, with six relatively short legs to start,
before heading into the longer legs.  Though we were surprised by the gap we had
managed to open up on the rest of the field by mid camp, we were delighted by this
and resolved to keep the high pace all the way to the end. As the saying goes “it is not
over till the fat lady has sung” and we did not want to run into problems in the second
half of the course and lose our gap. In the end we managed to cross the line in 64h30
just over 10h30 ahead of the second placed team.

After all the pre race stress in getting a team to the start line, we had a perfect race.
Something very rare for AR. As usual the team worked brilliantly together and Craig
fitted in perfectly. The organization of the event was world class. Stephan and Heidi
Muller did an absolutely fabulous job and their passion and enthusiasm for the sport
shows in the quality of the race that they present. They are aiming towards staging the
AR World Championships here in South Africa in the next couple of years and in order
to achieve this they need the full support from all the Adventure Racers in South
Africa. We all need to put Expedition Africa on our calendars for next year and make

sure we fill up the race. We need to show the world that not only do we have world-class organisers, but also that we have ALOT Adventure Racers whom
compete in their races. This will bring the international teams to the race.

It was truly a privilege to be at the finish, watching and cheer all the other teams across the line. It was touching and deeply moving to see so many
“novices” finishing their first multi-day expedition race. Seeing their joy and happiness at overcoming something that seemed so daunting at the start and
their passion for Adventure Racing being ignited made me realize again why I love this sport so much. It teaches you that anything is possible if you let your
mind believe it. It allows you to get back to nature and away from the stresses of the modern world. All this together with three like-minded teammates! 

Bring on Expedition Africa 2013. Bring on AR World champs in South
Africa.

Tatum “Hobbit” Prins report: Expedition Africa is certainly going to
be one of those races that I won’t quickly forget. We always say the
hardest part of racing is getting to the start, well this year that
certainly proved to be the case. Smelly was out with a broken
collarbone and just a week before the start I told the team I couldn’t
race. Luckily for the team Craig Carter Brown jumped in but finding
another girl at such short notice wasn’t as easy. Just two days before
we were about to leave, circumstances changed on my side and I could
suddenly race. There was a lot of relief but at the same time a lot of
anxiety and uncertainty whether this was a good idea. For the first
time in my 9 years of racing I doubted the power of AR.
 
I shouldn’t have worried. The gun went off and with that so did all the
concerns. It was as if a huge weight was lifted off my shoulders and I
could just focus on the team, the race and again living my dream,
Adventure Racing. We set off at a good pace with Team Red Ants but
with Tweet’s great navigation we got ourselves an early lead which we
held onto for the rest of the race.
 
The race itself was just perfect. With this I mean not just the race
course, but from the simple pre race briefing, easy registration, gear checks and race instructions. The course was beautiful, one that made a South African
truly proud and a foreigner in awe. We had paddling sections where we paddled right past Elephants. Where in the world other than Africa can you have this
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experience? It was a moment to remember. There were many more highlights in the race including mid camp where we watched rhinos and riding through
the local villages in the Ciskei. All these were experiences that really made our race and our experience a truly African one.
 
Thanks once again to my boys for another incredible journey. One that holds some incredible moments, memories, laughs and ..singing. You guys were
unstoppable this race and I am so happy I could race with this race with you.
Thank you to Craig for stepping in and putting up with us. You were amazing! 

An unbelievable thank you to Stephan and Heidi who yet again put on a world-
class event, putting South African racing back on the map and made me feel
proudly South African. You guys out did yourselves!
 
Last but not least, thank you to my friend...... Adventure Racing. You yet again
taught me a lesson. You taught me the reason I love you so much. You taught me
that nothing is really what it seems. You taught me again that you can put my
life into perspective again and again and again. You taught me to never doubt
you. You will always have the same affect on me and I will always be out there
learning from you...you will continue to be the air that I breathe.
 
Donovan “Tiny” Sims report: I remember driving out of Port Alfred, on the way
home, thinking to myself “I can`t believe it’s over”.  Expedition Africa, the race
we had trained so hard for was over and had left me with some of the most
amazing memories and a feeling of absolute accomplishment and peace.
 
This race was an adventure just getting to the starting line, losing a teammate
and almost losing another just 2 weeks before the start. Race HQ and finish was
in Port Alfred, just a ‘chip and a putt’ from my home. It wasn’t long before the quiet hotel on the water’s edge,  “The Halyards”, was taken over by excited
athletes, film crew, marshals and organisers alike. Stephan and Heidi really struck gold when they organised this venue as HQ, it was perfect......
 

The race started in the small historical town of Bathurst just 20 minutes
out of Port Alfred. We set out on foot for an 18km run through the town
before finding ourselves at the water’s edge of the Kowie River. We went
with some of the local’s advice on the route choice and arrived there
ahead of team Red Ants. After a really fast transition we were in our
boats heading down river for the TA at the Halyards Hotel. The paddle
went well and we soon found ourselves back on foot on a 20km run/hike
to the Kariega river mouth. This was a beautiful stretch of coastal belt,
which was absolutely full of bushbuck and duiker. At the end of the run
we had a river crossing, which we had to swim, before reaching TA3.
 
It was back into the boats up the Kariega this time. This is truly a
beautiful river to paddle on, we even had an elephant grazing just 10
meters from our boat. This had our captain very excited who decided we
had to ‘park easy’ a while to take it all in. At the end of the paddle we
saw Stephan grinning hugely, seemingly very happy with how the race was
going so far. After another 18km run/hike we were back in the boats for a
23km paddle down the Bushman`s river. We were lucky hitting all 3
paddles with the tide and this helped us greatly in opening the gap on the
chasing teams.
 
We were off onto our first cycle of the race, an 80km (warmer upper)
taste of things to come. This bike went really well and we soon found

ourselves on the farm were the ropes and kloofing was set out. With our trusted captain making some really good nav choices, these went smoothly. The
ropes were spectacular rigged of an old railway bridge.
 
Back onto the bike for a 47km ride that took us past Grahamstown and onto midway camp at the game farm, Glen Boyd. There was a compulsory 5-hour stop
here and I can’t imagine a better setting. We were treated to an amazing meal while watching 3 white rhinos graze no more than 100 metres from us. We
managed a 3 hour sleep in beds sent from heaven, before we were back on our bike for a monster 130km bike to the next TA at Hamburg. We saw we had at
least a 5 hour lead on the chasing team, so it was decided to get into a comfortable rhythm on the bikes to grind the kilo`s out. We arrived in the quiet
village of Hamburg around 23h30 to another warm welcome from the marshals.
 
Only 2 of the team had to paddle the 20km, out and back route. We decided that Craig and I would paddle giving Tweet and Hobbit a chance to rest (not
that either of them needed it). This leg took us around 4h30 to finish (with some choice words along the way). With Tweet and Hobbit having ‘parked easy’,
we flew into the next hike leg, which proved to be a 60km beast. This was the most challenging leg of the race taking us 14hours to complete. The route
took us in a zig zag route along the coast, passing through Birah, Mpekweni and finally ending at Fish River. I remember at the end of the leg feeling really
sorry for the back teams having to do the same in the dark. Now just a 43km bike to the finish and the much awaited couch session.
 
We arrived at the finish around 23h45 on Wednesday night to an amazing welcome. A job well done!!!!!
 
I think the highlight for me was being at the finish when the local team Husquvana finished on Friday, I don’t think I have ever seen such an emotional finish
at any race. The local community came out in full force to welcome their team; everyone was in tears, EVEN our captain.
 
To Stephan and Heidi, thank you so much for this AMAZING event. To the marshals
and all others that helped in any way thanks to you to. To the landowners who
were gracious enough to allow us a glimpse of their beautiful farms, a huge thank
you.
 
To our sponsor Merrell, I cannot thank you enough for the support you give our
team in allowing us to live out our dreams in “GETTING OUTSIDE”.
 
And now for my team Craig, thanks for being available at the last minute for us
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and being the machine you are that allowed us to race so easily. Hobbit, you were
stronger this race than I have ever seen you, thanks for your continuous pushing
that kept us moving on. Captain, I don’t really have words to describe just what
you meant to me in this race, I feel that after each race we do I come away
having that much more respect for you and your abilities. You guys RULE !
 
Thank you Elaine, Lofty, Captain`s “CUTE”, and Athena (my wife) for believing in
us and supporting us.  Tiny Don Sims

Craig Carter-Brown’s report: I was given the late call up to join the Merrell
Adventure Addicts in the Expedition Africa. To join the top AR team in SA to help
them defend their title was a no brainer. After tying things up at work and spending two weeks in the Merrell seismic shoes (which felt good the first time I
put them on) I was ready for Port Alfred.

We all arrived early to do some filming for the international wild racers crew. It was lekker to spend time with team. The highlight was an afternoon spent
at Sibuya reserve where we had excellent sightings of elephant and rhino. The Sibuya reserve is truly a magic spot and it was great to so many animals and
birds in this coastal environment.

By now we all were super keen to get out on the course. The race started with a bus trip on Monday morning to Bathhurst. From a high point above the town
we could see our playground for the next three days. Having discussed a slow start
we soon found ourselves up front with the red ants team. The first decision came at
the head of the Bathhurst dam where we decided to take the trail on the east side of
the dam and red ants continued on the track around the west side. This proved to be
a good move and we found ourselves at the paddle transition ahead. The next five
stages saw us alternating between trekking and paddling. On the second paddle up
stream from Kenton we experienced a once in a life time moment when we came
across a bull elephant foraging on the riverbank in the setting sun. On the fluid
synergy boats we were able to keep to within five metres of the giant. An awesome
experience. Back to racing we had now built a healthy lead and saw our bikes for the
first time at transition 6.

The bike leg took us through the night to our technical section. Sleep monsters snuck
up every now and then but we all managed to keep a good pace on the bike leg. The
rope section was based around an old railway bridge, which had been the scene of a
tragic train accident some years back. The tight ropewalk and abseil went well with
the local climbing gurus doing an excellent job with safety. After this we headed
down the river and up the side of the Kloof to locate two cps. On returning to our
bikes we were happy to see no other teams bikes at the farmhouse, which meant that
we had about a three-hour lead. The rest of the cycle to the half way stop took us
towards Grahamstown. We past some scenic fold mountains on the way.

At the half way we received the maps for the rest of the race, a very good meal and a bed. This was a compulsory five-hour stop. Lappies from the local
cycle shop was also on hand to look over our bikes. What more could anyone ask for.
Leaving the half way stop there were still no other teams to arrive so we now had a
five-hour lead.

The second part of the race had less legs, which meant longer harder stages. The
130km bike leg went smoothly with some technical riding in the dark. Tweet’s nav was
faultless and before long we were back at the ocean. The final kayak leg only had to
be done by two team members. Myself and Don headed up the estuary at spring low
tide. This made for difficult paddling, as mud flats were hard to avoid in the dark.
Jumping off the kayak to look for a cp Don found himself Up to his neck in mud. This
made for a cold paddle home.

The next hike leg back towards port Alfred was for me one of the toughest. The 60km
involved beach running (shuffling), bush whacking (some serious thorns) and a number
of river crossings. Tatum was super strong and set a good pace. Finally we reached the
fish river golf course and new it was only a chip and a putt (43km bike) to the finish in
port Alfred. The bike leg was done at top speed and about twenty minutes before
midnight on Wednesday evening we rolled into the finish at the halyards hotel.

What great event Stefan and Heidi from Kinetic Gear put on. From the fantastic course too the small details, all organised to perfection. As for the team
Tweet, Don and Tatum the guys were super strong and showed why they are the top AR team in SA, it was a privilege to race with them.

Final thought “The wheels on the bus go round and round, round and round, round and round. Thanks guys for a great race Cheers Craig C-B
16 May 2012 - PHOTO's OF TEAM MERRELL AT EXPEDITION AFRICA - See awesome Kelvin Trautman images of Team Merrell in action on there way to
winning Expedition Africa 2012. 
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15 May 2012 - TEAM MERRELL DOMINATE AT EXPEDITION AFRICA - Team Merrell
successfully defended their Expedition Africa adventure racing title, with an
impressive win, finishing nearly 11hrs ahead of the nearest rivals, Team Red Ants.
After 65 hours of racing – and just 3 hours sleep - Team Merrell crossed the finish
line at the race headquarters in Port Alfred at 11.40pm on Wednesday the 9th
May. 

The second edition of Expedition Africa, now part of the World Adventure Racing
Series, was set in the picturesque Eastern Cape Province of South Africa. Race
organiser, Stephan Muller said, “the beauty of the surroundings is in its rawness
and provides some really challenging terrain that would certainly test the 13 teams
who started”. The range of stages included: a few arduous treks along empty
beaches and through dense river valley’s; some long undulating mountain biking
sections; estuarine and river kayaking; and a big abseil off an 80-meter high
railroad bridge.  

The race began at first light on Monday the 7th at the toposcope in Bathurst, the
highest viewpoint affording the competitors a convenient 360 degree view of the
500km race route ahead. Team Merrell, under the experienced navigation of
captain Graham ‘Tweet’ Bird showed their class as South Africa’s premier
adventure racing team by assuming an early lead with some shrewd navigation. A decision to take a hidden hiking path saw them rapidly gain 20 minutes on
Team Red Ants by the first transition and it was to be the last time Team Merrell came close to any of the competition throughout the 500km race. The lead
continued to stretch with each leg of the race, especially the kayak sections where Team Merrell dominated on the water. These sections also provided

some special memories, with team member Donovan ‘Tiny’ Sims, who was racing in his local
province, commenting there were a few “once in a lifetime” experiences getting up and close
with elephants browsing at the river’s edge as they powered past. The Team worked hard to
widen the gap in the first half of the race, as Team Merrell’s late replacement, Craig ‘lightie’
Carter-Brown explained, “we wanted to get out of sight of our competitors and thus out of
mind”.

12 hours into the race and Team Merrell had already completed four of the thirteen legs. A
rapid midnight transition at the Bushman’s river mouth, saw the team get onto their bikes for
the first time. Team Merrell’s female powerhouse, Tatum “Hobbit” Prins remarked that the
bike legs ‘went really well’ allowing a consistent pace and for Team Merrell to further extend
their lead. By the midway 5hr compulsory stop, reached at 10.23am on Tuesday the team had
250km under their belt and a convincing 6hr lead.  With rested legs and full stomachs the
Team set off at dusk on the longest mountain bike leg of the race, which took them 128km
from the inland game reserves, across the historical Ciskei region of South Africa and back
down to the coast.  Riding under full moon conditions the Team arrived at Hamburg in just
over 9hrs for the final kayak, having cemented their lead to almost 8hrs. Team Merrell set off

at sunrise on Wednesday for the penultimate leg, a grueling 60km trek consisting of long beach sections and technical navigation through dense thicket
vegetation. More, the ‘sunshine coast’ was living up to it’s name as temperatures soared on the trek in the unforgiving thorny valleys.  After 12 hours on
their feet Team Merrell clocked into the final transition, blistered but focused with the finish in sight. An undulating final 47km mountain bike under a full
moon saw them complete the last stage in under three hours to a hero’s welcome for the superb victory. Team Merrell’s captain ‘Tweet’ humbly reminisced
at the finish line that the ‘true heroes’ were the back marker teams who like Team Merrell were pushing themselves to their limits but with many more
hours and days on the course.

Team Merrell’s victory at Expedition Africa secures them a place at the Adventure Racing World Championships later this year in France, where they have
the chance to try improve on last year’s 7th placing.
5 May 2012 - PRE RACE FILMING AND INTERVIEWS WITH THE ADDICTS - The addicts spent a day visiting two fantastic game parks in the Port Alfred area for
some pre race filming with the Wild Racers TV Crew. Gambet, the friendly Giraffe, Rhino's, Elephants and plenty of other wild life made for a stunning day
out. Checkout the Pre Race teaser from Wild Racers below. The Addicts also put together a clip below with there thoughts on what lines ahead for the next
few days. Bring on the race! 
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2 May 2012 - TEAM MERRELL READY TO GET OUTSIDE AT EXPEDITION
AFRICA - With only four days until Africa’s Expedition Race, the MERRELL
Adventure Addicts are packed and ready to head off to Port Alfred for
what promises to be a tough but spectacular event. With the Expedition
Africa now part of the Adventure Racing World Series, the race is the
pinnacle of the Addicts local racing schedule.  

The race is set to start in the Eastern Cape town of Port Alfred on the
morning of the 7th May, with all the teams gathering during the
preceding two days to sort through the maps, compulsory gear and food
needed to get through a 500km non stop Adventure Race. The expedition
will see teams navigating; on foot, on mountain bikes and in two person
kayaks; non-stop through the wonderful adventure province in search of
control points. The organizers are predicting the winning teams to take

three days to complete the course. 

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts are one of the premier Adventure Racing units in South Africa and the core
team of Graham Bird, Tatum Prins, Hanno Smit and Donovan Sims have formed an uniquely tight and close
team over the past few years competing all over South Africa and the world. Two weeks ago the team
suffered a major wipeout when the teams “yoda”, Hanno Smit broke his collarbone during a MTB race. This
paved the way for the addict’s reserve, Craig Carter-Brown to step in to fill the void. 

Last week the team received further bad news that Tatum “Hobbit” Prins had picked up an injury that
threatened to keep her from lining up at the start line. After a frantic week of looking for possible replacements to fill the small, but important, shoes of
the Hobbit, the team was relieved to get news today that she will be able to take her place in the team on the 7th May. “This is fantastic news for the
team,” commented Captain Graham Bird. “Tatum is a vital cog in the team and her passion and drive while out on the race course is a major motivating
factor for the team”.  

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts will be hoping to defend their title they won in Hermanus one year ago, though they will face stiff competition. “There are
a number of great teams entered who are looking strong and will push all the way to the finish,” reflected Graham Bird. “We will need to be wary of Team
Red Ants, Team Capestorm WCAD and Team Olympus.” 

24 Apr 2012 - Team Merrell successful at WCAD 100km AR - The addicts pair of Graham Bird and Tatum Prins raced to
an emphatic win at the WCAD Vloevlei 100km AR over the past week. The race was held in the boland area surrounding the
Vloevlei Dam just outside Wellington, attracting just over 50 two-person teams. The course saw the teams completing 4
stages comprising a micro navigation run, followed by a paddle, which lead into a mountain trek and finally finished off
with a MTB leg. The addicts dominated the race from the outset and come home in just under 8 hours, 1h40 ahead of their
nearest competitors. The raced formed part of the WCAD series of races, which have been designed to introduce novices to
Adventure Racing. “It was a fantastic race and well planned route. It showcased the sport brilliantly and was a good
introduction to novices out there wanting to get into the sport. The WCAD guys must be commended” commented Graham
Bird. Check out a video from the race at www.vimeo.com/40851247 and see the WCAD site www.wcad.co.za for details of
the next race in the series which is scheduled for 2 June 2012. See you there. (Photo from paddle leg courtesy of Chris
Fisher)
18 Apr 2012 - TEAM MERRELL SUFFER MAJOR WIPEOUT - With just under
three weeks until the start of Expedition Africa, the MERRELL Adventure
Addict’s preparations suffered a major setback over the past weekend. The
second edition of Expedition Africa, which now forms part of the Adventure
Racing World Series (ARWS), will see teams lining up for a non-stop 500km

adventure through the wilderness area surrounding Port Alfred in the Eastern Cape.  

Expedition Africa is a multi-discipline event where teams of four person mixed teams, navigating with map,
compass and landmarks from control point to control point in a number of disciplines which can include:
mountain biking, trekking, kayaking, swimming, rope work and orienteering. Teams will travel non-stop through
the 500km course, deciding if and when to rest, with the first team to complete all the race legs and visiting all
the checkpoints being declared the winner. 

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts have been one of the top Adventure
Racing units in South Africa over the past few years competing in
numerous Adventure Racing World Series Races around the year,
including finishing 7th at the 2011 Adventure Racing World
Championships. Much of the Addicts success has come from the team’s
vast experience of competing together as a tight unit over the past
five years in a sport that demands teamwork and most importantly
team dynamics. “Our team dynamic has stemmed from our detailed
understanding of one another’s abilities, strengths and weaknesses”,

http://www.kineticgear.co.za/tabid/15885/Default.aspx
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/WCADvloevlei.jpg
https://vimeo.com/40851247
https://www.wcad.co.za/
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says the “lady” of the team, Tatum Prins. “We are all just such good mates and enjoy spending time with one
another racing, training and parking easy.” Joining Tatum Prins in the Addicts four person team: is captain and
navigator Graham Bird; the wise old stalwart Hanno Smit and backup navigator and workhorse Donovan Sims. 

The MERRELL Adventure Addicts traveled to Ecuador in February for the 400km Huairinchi ARWS race, but
unfortunately failed to finish due to illness. This was the foursome’s
first withdrawal as a team from an Adventure Race and left the team
disappointed but highly motivated for the remaining plans for the year.
After winning the 2011 Expedition Africa, the defense of this title is
one of the MERRELL Adventure Addicts major goals. 

Over the past weekend the MERRELL Adventure Addicts gathered for a
training camp to sharpen the skills for upcoming Expedition. As part of
the preparations, the team competed in the MERRELL Tsitsikamma MTB
race on Saturday, where unfortunately Hanno Smit came off his bike
on one of the descents, breaking his collarbone in the process. This
has ruled him out of action for the foreseeable future and paves the

way for the team reserve, Craig Carter-Brown to step in to the team. “It is just devastating to lose Hanno in this
way,” says Donovan Sims. “He is the wise old man of the team and his experience and influence on the team will
be sorely missed.”

Craig Carter-Brown (photo courtesy of Craig Kolesky), a cattle farmer from Ixopo, brings true grit, dedication,
commitment and motivation to the team. “Both Donovan and myself have raced with Craig in the past and he is
someone whom will race his heart out for the team,” says Graham Bird. “He is easy to get on with and will fit
perfectly into the team. He is in top form, having recently won the Garmin Wartrail. Guess this makes me the old
man of the team now. Now one of us will have to step up to be the Wise man!”

Their sponsorship deal with MERRELL, an internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear and outdoor apparel
industry, has enabled the team to focus their energy on racing rather than procuring sponsorship. With MERRELL’s tag line “Let’s Get Outside”, the
partnership with the Adventure Addicts is a match made in heaven with the team focusing their lives on the outdoors. Other team sponsors include PVM
Nutritional Science, Giant Bicycles, Island Tribe Sunscreen, Squirt Bicycle Lube, Glider Eyewear and Black Diamond head torches.
1 Feb 2012 - WILD RACERS - What is Adventure Racing - The Merrell Adventure Addicts feature in a brilliant video about
What AR is. The video has been expertly put together by the team from Nothin'ButShorts International from footage and
interviews conducted with the addicts at the Adventure Racing World Champs in Tasmania, Australia in November 2012. 
Watch the video and GET OUTSIDE!! See video below. 

30 Jan 2012 - Sportsfire interview - Graham Bird will be chatting to Graeme Joffe on Sportsfire at
17h35 on monday 30 Jan 2012.  Tune in on 1485 AM or DSTV Audio channel 169 or listen on
worldwide streaming at www.1485.org.za. Tune in!!
30 Jan - SAFM Interview - Merrell Adventure Addict's Graham Bird was interviewed on SAFM sports
on the 28th Jan about the teams upcoming race in Ecuador. To hear the full interview click here. 
30 Jan 2012 - The Merrell Adventure Addicts recently got together to chat through there plans and
goals for 2012. See a video interview with the team about the upcoming races below. 

http://www.nothinbutshorts.com.au/
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Sportsfire%20logo%20radio%20today%20%20%282%29%20%283%29.jpg
http://www.nothinbutshorts.com.au/
http://www.1485.org.za/1485Frameset2.html
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/SA%20Fm%20talk%20on%20Ecuador.mp3
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24 Jan 2012 - Merrell Adventure Weekend - The Merrell Adventure Addicts are proud to annouce
they will be hosting a Merrell Adventure Weekend on the 9 to 11 March 2012 at the Felix Unite Camp
on the banks of the Breede River just outside Swellendam in the Western Cape. The weekend is built
for Adventure Racers, Multisporters, Runners, Mountain Bikers and paddlers......to talk about
Navigation, Team dynamics/formation, Nutrition, Gear, Training, Race Prep, Strategy but mostly to
GET OUTSIDE! The weekend is filled with fun competitive/social races, talks and a opportunity to
meet like minded people and tap into the experience of the Merrell Adventure Addicts. Full camp
details here.
23 Jan 2012 - MERRELL TO GO TEST THEIR METTLE IN VOLCANO COUNTRY - The MERRELL
Adventure Addicts, arguably one of South Africa’s top adventure racing units, are back after taking
time off after their seventh place finish at the Adventure Racing World Championships held in
Tasmania in early November 2011. 

With the unprecedented growth in Mountain biking, trail running and adventure racing in South Africa
over the past few years, people from all walks of life are getting off the couch and out into the great outdoors. Being OUTSIDE and enjoying all that South Africa has to
offer is one of the fundamental principals of the Adventure Addicts and with this principal in mind has seen the addicts develop into one of the top multisport and

adventure racing teams in the country.

As a brand Merrell understands this 100% and after joining forces with the team at the
end of 2010, the Merrell Adventure Addicts enjoyed a successful 2011, winning the
500km Expedition Africa and finishing a creditable 7th out of 79 teams at the Adventure
Racing World Championships. “Though we were disappointed not to have achieved our
top five finish at the ARWC, it was a fantastic year for the addicts”, says Graham Bird,
captain of the Merrell Adventure Addicts. “Winning the 500km Expedition Africa event,
completing the Freedom Challenge are just some of the highlights.” 

With the continuing support and shared vision of Merrell, the Merrell Adventure Addicts
have again planned a massive year that will see them continuing to be driven by the
“LET’S GET OUTSIDE” philosophies of Merrell. 

February will see the Merrell Adventure Addicts head to the small South American
country of Ecuador for the HUAIRASINCHI 2012. This 350km Adventure Race forms part of
the Adventure Racing World Series and will see the team visit the famous “avenue of
volcano’s” as part of their acclimatization for the conditions. “After reviewing the
international AR calendar for 2012, this race grabbed our attention”, mentioned Graham
Bird. “Traditionally we normally travel to an international race in the second half of each
year and structure our racing calendar around that.” 

Upon returning
from Ecuador the Merrell Adventure Addicts will then turn their attention defending their
title at the 500km Expedition Africa event in May. Now in it’s second year, the event will be
staged in the Eastern Cape region surrounding Port Alfred and after the success of the 2011
addition has now been recognized with Adventure Racing World Series status. “This is a
tremendous achievement for the organisers, Stephan and Heidi Muller from Kineticgear.co.za,
and is wonderful news for Adventure Racing in South Africa”, says Tatum Prins, the addict’s
female member and motivational anchor.

The second half of the year will see the team turning its focus to the local racing scene. The
Windhoek Lager Fish River Canyon Ultra which is staged along the iconic Fish River Canyon in
Namibia in July; the 250km Quantum Energy Leap Adventure Race in the Western Cape,
August; the Wildrun along the Wild Coast in the Eastern Cape in September; Merrell Eden Duo
on the garden route in October and rounding out the year with the Skyrun in the Eastern Cape
Drakensberg in November.

This year will also see the Merrell Adventure Addicts sharing their experiences with the
Outdoor sports community when they host a Merrell Adventure Weekend in early March in the
beautiful town of Swellendam. The weekend, which is aimed at like-minded people, will see
the addicts staging a few races and conducting a number of talks, allowing people to tap into
the experiences of the Merrell Adventure Addicts. 

http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Swellweek.JPG
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Swellweek-1.JPG
http://advaddicts.co.za/advweekend.html
http://advaddicts.co.za/advweekend.html
http://www.proyectoaventura.com/6_203_home.html
http://advaddicts.co.za/News%20page%20photos/Swellweek-1.JPG
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As with previous years, the Merrell Adventure Addicts will be led by captain and navigator Graham Bird, and for him it will all be about focusing the team at the right
moment. Along with Tatum Prins, stalwart Hanno Smit will continue to bring his quiet determination and wise experience to the mix, with workhorse and powerhouse
Donovan Sims adding all the strength needed to pull the team through the tough situations. 

Their sponsorship deal with Merrell, an internationally acknowledged leader in the footwear and outdoor apparel industry, has enabled the team to focus their energy on
racing rather than procuring sponsorship. “After nearly three decades in the adventure business, we truly believe our performance products are inspired by active people
like the Adventure Addicts”, says Jaco Steenkamp, spokesperson for Merrell (South Africa). “We encourage everyone to get outside, from beginner to seasoned pro, and
we’ll make sure we provide the shoes and apparel to keep you going. Further, faster, and comfortably”!

(Photos: www.swellendamtv.co.za)

CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2011 HERE.
CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2010 HERE.
CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2009 HERE.
CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM OCTOBER 2008 TO DECEMBER 2008 HERE. 

CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM MAY 2008 TO SEPTEMBER 2008 HERE.
CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM OCTOBER 2007 TO APRIL 2008 HERE.
CHECK OUT NEWS STORIES FROM MAY 2007 TO SEPTEMBER 2007 HERE.

http://www.swellendamtv.co.za/
http://advaddicts.co.za/news2011.html
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20Jan%20to%20Dec%202010.pdf
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20Jan%20to%20Dec%202009.pdf
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20Oct%20to%20Dec%202008.pdf
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20May%20to%20Sep%202008.pdf
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20Oct%202007%20to%20Apr%202008.pdf
http://advaddicts.co.za/NewsPagePhotos2012/News%20May%20to%20Sep%202007.pdf
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